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Moving from Self-Employed to Business Owner

The Holy Grail for nearly every entrepreneur is to build a business that runs without them and 
generates tons of passive income. A business that creates a legacy lifestyle that allows that entrepreneur 
complete financial freedom.

Yet, very few starry-eyed new business owners ever get there. If they do, it may not last. Why?

Here are the facts: More people are going into business for themselves than ever before. In 2020, the 
number of new businesses topped 4.3 million, which was a 27% increase over 2019. That was in a 
pandemic!! (Typical year-over-year growth is around 5%...) 

However, over 50% of new businesses in America fail within 3 to 5 years. Given all the reasons that they fail, 
less than 20% of businesses fail because of their competition. The major reason for failure is self-inflicted due 
to lack of knowledge, resources, capital, skills, Little Voices, opinions of others, etc. 

They become victims of their own dreams. 

Dr. R. Buckminster Fuller said,   

“We are meant 
to be architects 
of our future, 
not its victims!”

The ability to systematically design and plan your entrepreneurial path into the future will reveal to you all 
the pitfalls, traps, gaps, and necessary items to learn and allocate before you even embark on this journey—
so you can anticipate them and not allow them to trip you up. 

This book will show you exactly how to do it. 

The process you will use is the same process that put the first man on the moon, launched the first Polaris 
missile, developed nuclear attack submarines and has consistently delivered high performance results for 
high performance entrepreneurs.

Welcome to PERT*— The tool that will take you from employee to self-employed to big business owner.

*Program/Project Evaluation Review Technique
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First, A Few Definitions 
According to Rich Dad, a person in business falls into one of four categories illustrated here by the CASH-
FLOW Quadrant

On the left side of the Quadrant are Es and Ss 
and, on the right, Bs and Is: 

E – Employee

S – Self-employed

B – Business owner

I – Investor

Clearly the greater income is generated on the right side of the quadrant. Most people are Es. They work for 
someone else, play by the rules, get incentivized by a paycheck and have very little freedom and a definite 
ceiling on their income. 

Ss work on their own. They own a business, but the business mostly owns them. They work slavishly 24/7 
to make ends meet hoping one day for that break that will set them free. S also stands for Solo. 

Bs on the other hand work with teams and systems and build tools or artifacts that become assets which 
generate income without the entrepreneur trading their time for money. B also stands for Brand. It is in the 
B quadrant that you can build a business that is run by its teams, its assets generating passive income. 

Is are investors who take their capital or raise it from others to invest in different assets such as businesses, 
property, paper assets, commodities, intellectual property, etc. Their capital investment earns them a return 
which is passive to them. Is have great networks that give them access to great assets and capital. 

Before you learn the process however, let me give you some warning: This is not for everyone. 

If you are a hard worker, you can slave away and do things on your own until you burn out. Or you can con-
vert that hard work into CHANGING YOUR MIND about some things and how you go about your business. 
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A Few Key Points:
1) The moment you decide to create something that was not there before or create something in the
future, you will face RESISTANCE. Two kinds:

A. One is normal physical resistance. You are pushing into a world that is filled with ideas, projects,
people, energy, emotions and plain stuff. Just like a headwind for a plane or an opposing current for
a ship, you will feel a sometimes invisible resistance.

B. The second form of resistance is you resisting yourself and your dreams. Your normal mode of
simply working hard and trusting that will bring you wealth or simply being told what to do will not
work. You will be moving from the “known world” to an “unknown world” which brings up tons of
questions, concerns, sometimes unsolvable problems. Your “Little Voice” probably won’t like that
and will long for the security of the known. It will tell you that you don’t have the experience, not
smart enough, not enough money, not something!

I used to teach many people how to design their futures through PERT process. We would have 
hundreds of students working many hours to design their ideal futures, businesses, relationships, 
etc. Half of them quit. Half of them succeeded. The ones who failed withered under the resistance 
that immediately showed up when they started mapping their futures. Biggest complaints: “It’s 
over-whelming, Too many open loops, I don’t know what to do next…” Sleepiness, upset, frustration
followed.
That resistance is the roadblock that keeps so many people from their dreams. It’s like a membrane 
that once you pierce it, opens a whole world of wealth, happiness, and freedom.
Solution: Start with a team. Being overwhelmed is a result of your old conditioning that tells you 
that you have to figure this out on your own. Ss work solo. Bs work with teams. Secondly: PERSIST.

2) The second thing to keep in mind is what Robert Kiyosaki continually says, “Simplicity is Genius.” In 
other words, many pride themselves on the complexity of what they know or think they understand. 
There are some who take simple things and make them complicated. That is typically an old conditioning 
of a person who wants to prove to others how smart they are.  Forget it. Reducing complexity to simplicity 
is key to your future.

3) Third is to understand what is a B-quadrant business? It is a business that focuses on creating ASSETS 
that generate CASH FLOW. You are NOT an asset!!! If anything, you are a LIABILITY to allowing your busi-
ness to grow. What are the assets?

A. Artifacts or tools or products

B. Teams

C. Systems
As Tom Wheelwright (Rich Dad Advisor on Taxes and Wealth Strategies) says, “Ss manage people, Bs 
manage systems which manage people.”
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D. Intellectual Property (IP)

E. Physical Property

F. Passive income

G. The Brand

Warren Buffett once said that he only invests in businesses that are predictable, leverageable, and
financeable. That is a B.

4) Number 4 is a: Compelling MISSION and a damn good reason or list of reasons WHY you want to
do it. On your journey there will be good and bad days. You will need compelling reasons to keep your en-
ergy up and momentum moving forward. Why would someone want to work with you? Why would they
invest capital or loan you money? Your mission, if compelling, will create a magnet for the resources you
need if you can articulate it with passion and commitment… and a plan!

Therefore the first step is to think of one bright idea that will take you from where you are to where you want to 
be, out of the business rat race. What is the one tool, asset, artifact, or product that—on its own—can gen-
erate passive and recurring income without your intervention. (Book, game, diagnostic, survey, product 
produced by others)

So if you are ready… let’s start the process. You will learn how to use PERT to plan anything. So let's 
start with building a BIRDHOUSE.
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PERT Is A LANGUAGE.  PERT Is A Series Of EVENTS
An EVENT is an ITEM + ACTIVITY... a NOUN + VERB.

The language of PERT is always in the PAST TENSE. Why do you think that is?

The reason you use past tense is to assume that the event has already happened. This gives the plan a sense 
of stability and certainty. It also signals that the event is completed once you move through it. 

Each of these events are called “milestones or milestone events” that you will accomplish. 

These are the materials you will need:

1. Large board or mat to post your milestone events

2. Post-it® notes (size 3”x3” and 1.5”x1.5”)

3. Pencil and eraser

4. Ruler

Use the Post-it notes to write your milestone events. Place 
them on the board or mat in the appropriate sequence. 
Starting with the final event on the far right (future) and 
working back from there (the present).
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STEPS:

Step 1 - Create Your Milestone Events
You start with your goal as the final MILESTONE EVENT.

You ask yourself the question “What happened just before that?” 
Same here... 

Answer: BIRDHOUSE ASSEMBLED  

“What happened just before that?” 

Answer: BIRDHOUSE MATERIALS and TOOLS ALLOCATED. 

“... before that?”

Answer: BIRDHOUSE DESIGNED AND PLANNED.  
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Step 2 - Sequence The Events In Time
Now you have a PERT! ... Almost... See earlier note on using our format.

Step 3 - Connect The Events With Relationships
The milestone events now need to be connected. The lines are called “relationships”. Every event has to have 
a relationship to another event. 

Step 4 - Allocate Time And Budget Per Event
Let’s add how much TIME it will take for each event and each event’s COST. Add that information onto the 
milestone event as shown
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Step 5 - Let The Plan Date Itself:  EARLIEST Time To Complete, 
And LATEST Time To Complete
Now let’s let the plan DATE itself starting with August 1st and simply add the days as you cross the events. 
This gives you the “Earliest time” to complete each event.

Now let’s set a deadline. Example: We need to have this done by August 10th. Now we date it backwards to 
give us the “latest” times for complete each event.

Now you know the EARLIEST times to start and the LATEST times to get things done. The time in between is 
called SLACK time.

Earliest time to complete will be 6th of August and will cost $30. Got it?
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Now, Using The Same Process Let’s Move From S To B... 
For beginners, to set a goal of launching a prototype product that will generate its own income without 
your assistance to deliver it. 

Look at the B-I Triangle as the initial guide for your Milestone Events. Remember, that the Product is the 
smallest portion of the B-I Triangle. For the S, product or service is not only the biggest, but many times 
it’s them!
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Become the Architect of Your Future
Make your most important dreams, projects and goals come to reality before you even begin them.    
Ascending any mountain is done one step at a time. Create the roadmap to your future with your own PERT 
Chart Building Kit.  Complete with:

• 3 foot by 5 foot markable and erasable PERT Map that you can use again and again for hundreds of
projects

• Supply of custom designed “Milestone Event©” Post-its that allows you to avoid the hassle of messy
unreadable post-its, thus saving tons of time and giving you a neat and professional plan every single
time.

• Complete PERT instruction book that will allow you to plan your course, align your teams and hold
everyone accountable to achieving the dream.

• Markers, pens and supplies

• Professional Carrying Case that allows you to transport your plan wherever you go without worry of
damage or loss.

Create certainty and focus for all your goals and projects.  For your own PERT Chart Building Kit and 
supplies contact:

Info@blairsinger.com          Or call:  +1-602-224-7791
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